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Document Classification Methods for 
Organizing Explicit Knowledge  

Summary 

In this paper we describe the two classification approaches (i.e. categorization 
and clustering) and their preceding steps. For each approach we give a brief 
description of the underlying theory and outline the advantages and disadvantages 
of the different methods. Finally we specify potential application areas in accor-
dance with knowledge management and illustrate exemplarily one topic in detail. 
We describe the enhancement of queries for illustration purposes because it is a 
common research problem with respect to information retrieval and, thus, to 
knowledge management. 

1 Introduction 

Today's organizations face a vast volume of knowledge and information. Most of 
the explicit knowledge is stored in different types of documents but only a few 
people (often only the authors of the documents) know where to locate them. 
There are plenty of ways to approach the problem of organizing knowledge in a 
company. This paper discusses advantages of document classification methods for 
organizing explicit knowledge. To simplify matters, documents are supposed to be 
plain text and tacit knowledge is not taken into consideration. 

The objective of document classification is to reduce the detail and diversity of 
data and the resulting information overload by grouping similar documents to-
gether. The notion “document classification” is often used to subsume two types 
of analyses: document categorization and document clustering. The distinction is 
that categorization is a form of supervised and clustering an unsupervised ap-
proach of grouping textual objects. 

The main classification objective, particularly with respect to knowledge man-
agement, is to simplify access to and processing of explicit knowledge. Classifica-
tion supports analyzing the knowledge and, thus, can ease the 

1. retrieval, 
2. organization, 
3. visualization, 
4. development, and 
5. exchange of knowledge [cf. BRU01]. 
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For instance, knowledge abstraction is a means of the knowledge analyzing func-
tion and can be achieved by forming classes either by categorization or clustering. 
The use of identified class representatives reduces the amount of knowledge to 
cope with. Clustering documents - also a part of the analyzing function - helps to 
discover unknown structure in explicit knowledge. The discovered structure can 
be visualized and used to organize the knowledge. 

Document categorization may be viewed as assigning documents or parts of docu-
ments in a predefined set of categories. Usually this set is created once and for all 
with so called training documents and, thus, remains unchanged over time. For 
applying document classification in general, some preprocessing tasks have to be 
executed; they are described in section 2. In section 3 we present a brief overview 
of some important document categorization methods and summarize results of 
surveys that have compared two to five classification methods. We also present 
new approaches for dealing with knowledge areas where a static set of categories 
seems inadequate. 

In contrast to categorization, clustering is an unsupervised learning procedure. 
Cluster analyses are targeted on exploring similarities in the contents of the docu-
ments and arrange them in groups according to these properties. They are not 
based on a predefined structure of knowledge: Neither classes are predefined nor 
examples are given that show what types of relationships are expected between the 
objects. Any cluster analysis method requires some measures to be defined on the 
objects that have to be clustered and a threshold value indicating the (dis-) similar-
ity between them. The objective is that each cluster is a collection of objects that 
are similar to each other within the same cluster and dissimilar to the members of 
other clusters. Clustering methods can be divided generally into hierarchical and 
partitional clustering methods. Within both types there exist several variants for 
defining the clusters. We discuss the most popular document clustering methods in 
section 4. 

Finally we outline potential application areas and discuss exemplarily the en-
hancement of queries and cluster-based retrieval. 

2 Document Preprocessing 

Most of the methods used in document classification have been used in data min-
ing applications. The data analyzed by data mining are numerical and, therefore, 
already in the format required by the algorithms. 

To apply these algorithms for document classification one has to convert the 
words of the documents into numerical representations. This step is called docu-
ment preprocessing and subsumes feature extraction, feature selection, and docu-
ment representation as activities [WEI01]. 
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2.1 Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is the first step in document preprocessing. The general prob-
lem in this phase is to generate a list of terms that describes the documents suffi-
ciently [BOW01]. Therefore the training documents are parsed to determine a list 
of all words (i.e., features) contained in the documents. Afterwards feature reduc-
ing techniques are applied to reduce the dimension of the list created by the pars-
ing process; this list is often denoted as dictionary. The most popular methods for 
this purpose are stop word removal and word stemming. 

The main goal of stop word removal is to purge the dictionary from "noise" (e.g., 
articles, prepositions, numbers). It is usually realized by comparing the dictionary 
entries with a predefined stop word list and then eliminating accordances. Word 
stemming tries to treat terms that differ only in the affix (suffix or prefix), i.e., 
words with the same stem, as one single feature. Commonly applied word stem-
ming techniques are affix removal, successor variety, and n-grams [BOW01]. 

2.2 Feature Selection 

Feature extraction is followed by feature selection. The main objective of this 
phase is to eliminate those features that provide only few or less important infor-
mation. This time statistical values are used to determine the most meaningful 
features. The most common indicators are term frequency (TF), inverse document 
frequency (IDF), and their multiplicative combination (TFxIDF). 

By using TF it is assumed that important words occur more often in a document 
than unimportant ones. When applying IDF, the rarest words in the document 
collection are supposed to have the biggest explanatory power. With the combined 
procedure TFxIDF the two measures are aggregated into one variable. Whatever 
metric is used, at the end of the selection process only the top n words with the 
highest score are selected as features [WEI01]. 

2.3 Document Representation 

Document representation is the final task in document preprocessing. Here the 
documents are represented in terms of those features to which the dictionary was 
reduced in the precedent steps. Thus, the representation of a document is a feature 
vector of n elements where n is the number of features remaining after finishing 
the selection process. 

The whole document collection can therefore be seen as a mxn-feature matrix A 
(with m as the number of documents) where the element aij represents the fre-
quency of occurrence of feature j in document i. Typical frequency measures are 
the above mentioned values TF, IDF, and TFxIDF; all positive values may be 
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replaced by 1, leading to a binary representation which indicates whether or not a 
certain feature appears in the document [WEI01]. 

3 Document Categorization 

In general, document categorization only means assigning documents to a fixed 
set of categories. But in the domain of text mining document categorization also 
involves the preliminary process of automatically learning categorization patterns 
so that the categorization of new (uncategorized) documents is straightforward. 

Major categorization approaches are decision trees, decision rules, k-nearest 
neighbors, Bayesian approaches, neural networks, regression-based methods, and 
vector-based methods. In section 3.1 we briefly describe these methods and dis-
cuss their relative merits. We compose issues of other studies that compared some 
of these algorithms among each other (section 3.2). Finally we illustrate an exten-
sion of categorization approaches which tries to overcome the problem of static 
categories (section 3.3). 

3.1 Categorization Methods 

3.1.1 Decision Trees 

Decision tree methods rebuild the manual categorization of the training documents 
by constructing well-defined true/false-queries in the form of a tree structure 
where the nodes represent questions and the leafs the corresponding category of 
documents [GER01]. After having created the tree, a new document can easily be 
categorized by putting it in the root node of the tree and let it run through the 
query structure until it reaches a certain leaf. 

The main advantage of decision trees is the fact that the output tree is easy to 
interpret even for persons who are not familiar with the details of the model. The 
tree structure generated by the model provides the user with a consolidated view 
of the categorization logic and is therefore a useful information. 

A risk of the application of tree methods is known as "overfitting": A tree overfits 
the training data if there exists an alternative tree that categorizes the training data 
worse but would categorize the documents to be categorized later better [GRE01]. 
This circumstance is the result of the algorithm's intention to construct a tree that 
categorizes every training document correctly; however, this tree may not be nec-
essarily well suited for other documents. This problem is typically moderated by 
using a validation data set for which the tree has to perform in a similar way as on 
the set of training data. 
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Other techniques to prevent the algorithm from building huge trees (that anyway 
only map the training data correctly) are to set parameters like the maximum depth 
of the tree or the minimum number of observations in a leaf. If this is done, Deci-
sion Trees show very good performance even for categorization problems with a 
very large number of entries in the dictionary [GER01]. 

3.1.2 Decision Rules 

Decision rule algorithms construct for every category a rule set that describes the 
profile of this category. In general, a single rule consists of a category name and a 
feature of the dictionary which is typical for the training documents belonging to 
the considered category. Then the rule set is created by combining the separate 
rules with the logical operator "or". Usually not all of the rules are required to 
categorize the documents adequately. Therefore, heuristics are applied to reduce 
the size of the rule sets. The goal is to achieve a reduced rule set per category 
which, however, does not affect the categorization of the training documents 
[APT94]. 

The main advantage of decision rules is the possibility to create local dictionaries 
(i.e., per category) during the feature extraction phase [APT94]. Consider the 
homonym "bark", describing as well the outer part of a tree and the sounds of a 
dog. In an universal dictionary "bark" will be listed only once, thus documents 
with "the bark" and documents with "to bark" get a similar feature vector even 
they have nothing in common. Local dictionaries are - to a certain extent - able to 
distinguish different meanings of homonyms. If in the precedent example dog-
related documents belong to a different category than tree-related do, the local 
dictionaries of these categories both list the term "bark" but with different mean-
ing, because once it appears in a rule set with "dog" and another time with "tree". 

A disadvantage is that it is impossible to assign a document exclusively to one 
category because rules from different categories are applicable. In this case the 
document is usually assigned to several categories. 

3.1.3 k-Nearest Neighbor 

Whereas the categorization methods described above are based on a learning 
phase in which the guiding principles to be used are determined and consist there-
fore of at least two phases, k-nearest neighbor completely skips the learning phase 
and categorizes on-the-fly. 

The categorization itself is usually performed by comparing the category frequen-
cies of the k nearest documents (neighbors). How close documents are to each 
other can be evaluated by measuring for instance the angle between the two fea-
ture vectors or calculating the Euclidean distance between the vectors. In the latter 
case the feature vectors have to be normalized to length 1 to take into account that 
the size of the documents (and, thus, the length of the feature vectors) may differ. 
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A doubtless advantage of the k-nearest neighbor method is its simplicity. It has 
reasonable similarity measures and does not need any resources for training. K-
nearest neighbor performs well even if the category-specific documents form more 
than one cluster because the category contains, e.g., more than one topic [GER01]. 
This situation is badly suited for most categorization algorithms. 

A disadvantage is the above-average categorization time because no preliminary 
investment (in the sense of a learning phase) has been done. Furthermore, with 
different numbers of training documents per category the risk increases that too 
many documents from a comparatively large category appear under the k nearest 
neighbors and thus lead to an inadequate categorization. 

3.1.4 Bayesian Approaches 

A comprehensive explanation of Bayesian categorization approaches is quite chal-
lenging. Therefore, we do not describe computational details of these methods. 

There are two groups of Bayesian approaches in document categorization: Naïve 
and non-naïve Bayesian approaches. The naïve part of the former is the assump-
tion of word (i.e. feature) independence, meaning that the word order is irrelevant 
and consequently that the presence of one word does not affect the presence or 
absence of another one. This assumption makes the computation of Bayesian 
approaches more efficient. But although the assumption is obviously severely 
violated in every language, it has been shown that the classification accuracy is 
not seriously affected by this kind of violations [DOM97]. Nevertheless, several 
non-naïve Bayesian approaches eliminate this assumption [cf. LAM97]. 

Naïve Bayesian approaches have been developed comparatively early and have 
been studied frequently in data mining before the topic of document categorization 
gained importance. They perform as well as newer, more sophisticated methods 
[WIT00] and also show a very good runtime-behavior during the categorization of 
new documents [HER01]. A disadvantage of Bayesian approaches in general is 
that they can only process binary feature vectors [LAM97] and, thus, have to 
abandon possibly relevant information. 

3.1.5 Neural Networks 

Different neural network approaches have been applied to document categoriza-
tion problems. While some of them use the simplest form of neural networks, 
known as perceptrons, which consist only of an input and an output layer 
[NGG97], others build more sophisticated neural networks with a hidden layer 
between the two others [RUI98]. In general, these feed-forward-nets consist of at 
least three layers (one input, one output, and at least one hidden layer) and use 
backpropagation as learning mechanism [KRA98]. However, the comparatively 
old perceptron approaches perform surprisingly well [NGG97]. 
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The advantage of neural networks is that they can handle noisy or contradictory 
data very well [KRA98]. Furthermore some types of neural networks are able to 
comprehend fuzzy logic [NIE95], but one has to change from backpropagation as 
learning mechanism to counterpropagation (for which worse categorization results 
are reported [RUI98]). The advantage of the high flexibility of neural networks 
entails the disadvantage of very high computing costs. Another disadvantage is 
that neural networks are extremely difficult to understand for an average user; this 
may negatively influence the acceptance of these methods. 

3.1.6 Regression-based Methods 

For this method the training data are represented as a pair of input/output matrices 
where the input matrix is identical to our feature matrix A and the output matrix B 
consists of flags indicating the category membership of the corresponding docu-
ment in matrix A. Thus B has the same number of rows like A (namely m) and c 
columns where c represents the total number of categories defined. The goal of the 
method is to find a matrix F that transforms A into B' (by simply computing 
B'=A*F) so that B' matches B as well as possible. The matrix F is determined by 
applying multivariate regression techniques [YAN94]. 

An advantage of this method is that morphological preprocessing (e.g., word 
stemming) of the documents can be avoided without loosing categorization quality 
[YAN94]. Thus, regression-based approaches become truly language-independent. 
Another advantage is that these methods can easily be used for both single-
category and multiple-category problems. Unfortunately regression-based meth-
ods are not very popular in the categorization community and, therefore, investi-
gations comparing regression-based methods with others are relatively rare. 

3.1.7 Vector-based Methods 

We discuss two types of vector-based methods: The centroid algorithm and sup-
port vector machines [JOA98]. 

One of the simplest categorization methods is the centroid algorithm. During the 
learning stage only the average feature vector for each category is calculated and 
set as centroid-vector for the category [MAD01]. A new document is easily cate-
gorized by finding the centroid-vector closest to its feature vector. The distance 
can be measured as described in section 3.1.3. 

Unless the document clusters overlap each other, this method does not need many 
training documents. If, however, the document clusters overlap each other or the 
category consists of two or more different topics (clusters), the algorithm performs 
often poor. The method is also inappropriate if the number of categories is very 
large [GER01]. 
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Support vector machines (SVM) need in addition to positive training documents 
also a certain number of negative training documents which are untypical for the 
category considered. SVM is then looking for the decision surface that best sepa-
rates the positive from the negative examples in the n-dimensional space. The 
document representatives closest to the decision surface are called support vectors. 
The result of the algorithm remains unchanged if documents that do not belong to 
the support vectors are removed from the set of training data. An advantage of 
SVM is its superior runtime-behavior during the categorization of new documents 
because only one dot product per new document has to be computed. A disadvan-
tage is the fact that a document could be assigned to several categories because the 
similarity is typically calculated individually for each category. Nevertheless, 
SVM is a very powerful method and has outperformed other methods in several 
studies [cf. DUM98, HEA98, JOA98, YAN99, SIO00]. 

3.2 Comparison of Categorization Methods 

As shown, many algorithms have been proposed for document categorization. 
Some papers compare the effectiveness of selected algorithms. Table 1 provides 
an overview on this work. The surveys use manually pre-categorized documents 
as input data set. Usually this data set is split in a training and a test part; the latter 
is needed to determine the quality of the algorithm developed. Commonly used 
test collections are the Reuters collection (newswires from Reuters; downloadable 
for instance at http://www.research.att.com/~lewis/reuters21578.html) and the 
OHSUMED collection (abstracts from medical journals; downloadable for in-
stance at http://trec.nist.gov/data.html). 

The comparison of algorithms and heuristics is scientifically demanding [cf., e.g., 
GOL85]. The results may be heavily dependent of the test data set. Furthermore, 
several parameters usually have to be defined to initialize the procedures and the 
performance may depend on their initialization. If various “standard data sets” 
exist, the heuristics may even be tuned to deliver high efficiency for these data 
sets. 

Taken these limitations into consideration, we have to emphasize that the SVM 
method has outperformed the other methods in several comparisons. Furthermore, 
there are results indicating that combinations of basics methods often provide 
better results than the application of the underlying “pure” methods. 
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Main results 

[APT94] x x  x     x  x Swap-1 (Dec. Rule) shows the best performance, Bayesian Inde-
pendence Classifier and Decision Tree perform similar but worse. 

[LEW94] x   x     x  x Both algorithms perform similar. 

[LAR96]   x x   x    x The algorithms perform similar but the combination of the algo-
rithms yields better results. 

[DUM98] x   x   x x x   Support Vector Machines delivers the best performance, Find 
Similar (Centroid) the worst one. 

[JOA98] x  x x   x x x   Support Vector Machines has the best performance. 

[LAM98]   x    x  x x  
Combinations of ExpNet (k-NN) and Rocchio (Centroid) or 
ExpNet and Widrow-Hoff (Centroid) perform better than the 

basic algorithms. 
[RUI98]     x  x   x  Neural Networks perform better than Rocchio (Centroid). 

[YAN99]   x x x x  x x x  

With few documents per category (< 10), Support Vector Ma-
chines, k-NN, and LLSF (regression-based) perform significantly 

better than the other methods; however, with more than 300 
documents per category all the methods perform similarly. 

[SIO00]   x     x   x Support Vector Machines performs better than k-NN. 

Table 1: Comparison of Categorization Methods 
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3.3 Extensions of Categorization Methods 

All methods described in section 3.1 assume that the underlying set of categories 
is static over time. They do not provide mechanisms for the circumstance that the 
category structure might change because, e.g., a new category comes up (category 
discovery) or some of the categories merge due to lack of new documents. And 
since categories defined earlier cannot capture sufficiently the characteristics of 
documents currently held, we should note that the methods discussed pay no atten-
tion to the dynamics of today's business. 

Unfortunately, previous research focused predominantly on improving the accu-
racy of the categorization process. Thus, a scientific effort is required to develop 
extensions for the established categorization methods which are able to handle 
dynamics. 

To date only a few studies with the objective of developing evolutionary exten-
sions to existing categorization methods have been carried out. A promising ap-
proach is the mining-based category evolution technique called MiCE [WEI01]. 
The MiCE technique features two main operations: category decomposition and 
category merging. A category may be decomposed if the topic covered by a subset 
of documents that are similar to each other differs from the one covered by the 
remaining documents in the category. On the other hand the goal of category 
merging is to pool two or more categories if they cover similar topics [WEI01]. A 
disadvantage of MiCE is the fact that, at most, one category is assigned to each 
document. 

4 Document Clustering  

Clustering deals with m objects that are described by n features [GUH98]. The 
features for each object can be regarded as vectors used to position the object in 
the n dimensional space formed by the features. The objects are assigned to differ-
ent clusters.  

Several cluster analysis methods have been developed. The tree shown in Figure 1 
provides an overview over the different types of methods. 
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Figure 1: Types of Clustering Methods 

The first distinction made is whether a clustering method produces exclusive or 
non-exclusive clusters [ZAH71]. Exclusive means the clusters formed are disjunc-
tive, i.e., the object can belong only to one specific cluster. Even if an object could 
be assigned to two clusters because of ties in the measurement criterion values, the 
clustering method has to determine to which group the object should belong. A 
few cluster analysis methods allow objects to be member of more than one cluster, 
resulting in overlapping clusters (non-exclusive clustering) [SHE79; JAR69]. 

The mostly recommended clustering methods are hierarchical and partitional clus-
tering algorithms. Hierarchical clustering proceeds successively by either merging 
smaller clusters into larger ones or by splitting larger clusters. In section 4.1 hier-
archical clustering methods will be described in more detail. Partitional clustering 
results in clustering the objects into a predefined number of clusters; it will be 
described in section 4.2 in more detail. We also discuss briefly aspects of prox-
imity analysis because the choices of the clustering method and the clustering 
criterion determine the way in which the proximity between clusters is measured. 

4.1 Hierarchical Clustering 

The result of a hierarchical clustering process is a sequence of nested partitions. 
These are derived from a set of objects by using a certain similarity criterion 
[AND73]. Most hierarchical methods store the distances between the objects in a 
matrix D of dimension mxm. At any stage of the procedure, a hierarchical cluster-
ing technique either merges clusters (agglomerative methods) or splits them (divi-
sive methods). This results conceptually in a tree-like structure. The clusters of 
objects formed at any stage are non-overlapping (mutually exclusive). The results 
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of these methods can be displayed in a dendrogram, a tree-like diagram which 
depicts the mergers or divisions made at successive level. The dendrogram pro-
vides the opportunity to choose a certain tree-level and, thus, a certain distance 
level where the grouping occurred. Consequently the number of clusters has not to 
be defined in advance, but can be determined with a-posteriori knowledge. 

An agglomerative algorithm starts with disjoint clustering, placing each of the n 
objects in an individual cluster. It successively combines pairs of clusters until 
finally reaching the point where all objects form one large cluster. In each of the 
subsequent steps, the two closest clusters will merge. The others remain un-
changed [JAI88]. Before the cluster analysis can proceed, the proximities for the 
newly formed cluster must be calculated in relation to the unchanged clusters. A 
divisive algorithm performs the tasks in reverse order [JOH98; MIR96].  

Most hierarchical clustering algorithms are variants of four basic algorithms: Sin-
gle-link, Complete-Link, and Average-Link are agglomerative methods and 
Ward’s algorithm [WAR63] exists as an agglomerative as well as a divisive ver-
sion [AND73]. All these methods use different measurements for determining the 
proximity between two clusters. The agglomerative methods have in common that 
whatever proximity measurement is chosen, the solution continues with sequent 
levels always merging the two nearest clusters until reaching the last level of the 
hierarchy [JAI88]. The divisive methods split the “worst” cluster. The criterion 
used to determine the “worst” cluster may be the number of objects in the cluster 
(thus splitting the largest cluster) or the cluster with the largest variance or the 
largest sum-squared-error to name just a few. The computations required by divi-
sive clustering are more intensive than for agglomerative clustering methods and, 
thus, agglomerative approaches are more common. 

The Single-Link, Complete-Link, and Average-Link algorithms differ in the way 
they compute the similarity between a pair of clusters. In the Single-Link method 
the distance between two clusters is determined by the distance of the two closest 
objects (nearest neighbors) in the different clusters. This procedure will string 
objects together to form clusters and the resulting clusters tend to appear as strag-
gly, elongated chains.  

In the Complete-Link Method, the distances between clusters are determined by 
the greatest distance between any two objects in the different clusters (i.e., by the 
"furthest neighbors") [VRY77]. Those two clusters are merged for which the dis-
tance between their furthest objects is minimal. This method usually performs 
quite well in cases where the objects naturally form distinct clumps. If the clusters 
tend to be somehow elongated or of a chain-type, then this method is inappropri-
ate. The clusters obtained by the Complete-Link algorithm are more compact than 
those obtained by the Single-Link algorithm. The Single-Link algorithm is more 
versatile than the Complete-Link algorithm. In many applications the Complete-
Link algorithm resulted in more useful results than the Single-Link algorithm 
[JAI88].  
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In the Average-Link Method the distance between two clusters is computed as the 
average of the distances between all points in these clusters. This approach can be 
regarded as a compromise between the Single- and the Complete-Link Method. 
Furthermore it is less sensitive to outliers. This means that if an object is quite 
distinct from the other ones – i.e., lies far away from the cluster centroid - this is 
not likely to skew the clustering result. 

Ward’s method uses an analysis of variance approach to evaluate the distances 
between clusters. Cluster membership is assessed by calculating the total sum of 
squared deviations from the mean of a cluster. The criterion for fusion is that it 
should produce the smallest possible increase in the error sum of squares 
[WAR63]. This involves finding the mean of each cluster and the distance to each 
object contained in each cluster, then squaring these distances and summing the 
squared distances for all the objects in all clusters. In general, this method is re-
garded as very efficient, however, it tends to create clusters of small size and thus 
constructs a highly diversified dendrogram [JAI99]. 

The low calculation effort of hierarchical clustering methods resulting from the 
effect that each merger respectively split-up of clusters restricts the number of 
alternatives to be considered is often mentioned as advantage. A disadvantage of 
hierarchical clustering methods is that they is not reversible: Each step is defini-
tive and cannot be reconsidered later. A further disadvantage is that the results are 
not robust: They depend on the initialization of the cluster algorithm and does not 
protect against outliers; results can be influenced heavily by extraneous data or 
noise in the set of objects. 

4.2 Partitional Clustering 

The basic concept underlying partitional clustering is the decomposition of a set of 
objects into k disjoint, flat clusters without imposing a hierarchical structure. In-
stead of a clustering structure, such as the dendrogram obtained by the hierarchical 
techniques, the partitional clustering algorithms result in a unique partition of the 
objects. Whereas hierarchical clustering uses a proximity matrix to determine 
relationships between objects, partitional clustering uses a feature vector matrix. 
Instead of representing the difference between each object as a distance, one can 
use the feature matrix A for comparisons. The features of each object are com-
pared and the object is placed in a cluster with other objects of similar patterns. 

Before explaining different versions of this group of methods some general prop-
erties are mentioned. Partitional methods are well suited for large object sets for 
which the construction of a dendrogram is computationally prohibitive. The 
choice of the number of desired output clusters is a key problem arising from 
using a partitional algorithm [JAI99]. Some methods of resolution on this key 
design decision have been proposed [DUB87]. 
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Different partitional clustering methods are briefly described below: The determi-
nistic partitional clustering methods K-Means clustering, Single-pass clustering, 
and Nearest Neighbor clustering and the probabilistic partitional clustering ap-
proach Expectation Maximization. 

The K-Means-Method belongs to a family of iterative partitional clustering meth-
ods that repeat the algorithm until cluster membership stabilizes. First the number 
k of clusters to be formed has to be defined. Then, k cluster centers are chosen, 
either arbitrarily or according to prior knowledge about the objects being classi-
fied [JAI99]. The first step is to assign each object to be clustered to its nearest 
cluster center using the Euclidean distance metric. In a second step the cluster 
centers are computed for the formed clusters. These cluster centers are used as 
new centroids of the clusters. Based on the calculated cluster centroids the first 
step is repeated and the objects to be clustered are again assigned to their nearest 
cluster center. And then the second step is performed once again. These two steps 
are repeated until there is no change and the cluster centers have stabilized and 
remain widely constant.  

The K-Mean-Method determines a set of k clusters that minimizes the squared-
error criterion. The squared error for a cluster is the sum of the squared Euclidean 
distances between each element in the cluster and the cluster centroid. The K-
means algorithm reduces the ‘distances’ between the points in each cluster in each 
iteration of the algorithm. The treatment of outliers is poor. Stop criteria can be 
based on the sum of squared errors, or on a predetermined number of iterations, or 
as mentioned before on unchanged assignments in successive iterations. 

The Single-Pass Algorithm starts with an initial set of empty clusters. It picks a 
document at random or in a predefined order. The picked document is treated as a 
new cluster with only one member and compared with all other clusters. If the 
linkage between the new cluster and any other cluster is above a usually predeter-
mined threshold, then the new cluster is merged with the closest cluster. Otherwise 
a new cluster with only one member is added to the cluster set. These two steps 
are repeated until all the documents are assigned. 

The Nearest Neighbor clustering method is also iterative and similar to the hierar-
chical Single Link method. It uses the nearest distance as a threshold to determine 
whether objects will be added to existing clusters or a new cluster is created. The 
similarity respectively distance measurement between joint attributes of the ob-
jects is based on Euclidean distance measurements [ZHO01].  

The basic idea behind probabilistic clustering is to assign probabilities for the 
membership of an object to a cluster. The Expectation Maximization algorithm 
[DEM77] is a well-known technique for estimating the missing feature parameters 
[JAI99]. It calculates the maximum likelihood of the parameters of an underlying 
distribution from the given data set when the data set is incomplete or has missing 
values. Sometimes the missing values are due to limitations of the observation 
process. In other cases the likelihood function is analytically intractable but it can 
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be simplified by assuming the existence of additional but missing (i.e. hidden) 
parameters. Expectation Maximization as well as K-Means tend to converge to 
one of several local minima. It is especially sensitive to the chosen initial condi-
tions. 

4.3 Fuzzy Clustering 

Fuzzy clustering is a non-exclusive clustering method generating a given number 
of partitions with fuzzy boundaries. Each object can belong to more than one 
cluster. Hence, the fuzzy clusters are not necessarily disjoint [JAI99]. The basic 
idea of fuzzy clustering is to represent the vagueness in everyday life [ZAD65; 
ZHO01]. Often situations occur in which some data points respectively objects are 
located between several cluster centroids. With fuzzy clustering each object be-
longs to all clusters simultaneously, but to different degrees.  

Most fuzzy clustering algorithms try to determine an optimal clustering by mini-
mizing an objective function [HOE97]. Each cluster is represented by a cluster 
prototype. This prototype consists of a cluster center and maybe some additional 
information about the size and the shape of the cluster. The cluster center is an 
instantiation of the features used to describe the domain, just as the objects in the 
object set. However, the cluster center is computed by the clustering algorithm and 
may or may not appear in the object set. 

The ambiguous situation of non-exclusive cluster membership can be described 
mathematically by a fuzzy membership function. The membership function calcu-
lates a membership vector for each object. The i-th element of the membership 
vector – so called membership factor fi - of an object indicates the membership 
degree of the object to the i-th cluster. In particular the degrees of membership to 
which a given object belongs to the different clusters are computed from the dis-
tances of the object to the cluster centers. The closer a data point lies to the center 
of a cluster the higher is its degree of membership to this cluster [HOE97]. Larger 
membership factor values indicate higher confidence in the assignment of the 
object to the cluster [JAI99]. The task is to minimize the distances of the objects to 
the cluster centers in order to maximize the degrees of membership. 

The most widely known fuzzy clustering algorithm is the Fuzzy C-Means1 algo-
rithm [KRI94]. The algorithm uses a random initialization of the cluster center and 
improves the objective function iteratively. The distance is measured by the 
Euclidean metric. According to the specified number of classes, the Fuzzy C-
Means algorithm shows the tendency to partition the objects in clusters of hyper-
spherical shape with very similar numbers of objects. Although it performs better 
than the exclusive k-means algorithm at avoiding local minima, Fuzzy C-Means 

                                                           
1 The C in Fuzzy C-Means symbolizes the number of clusters to be built like the K in the 

name of K-Means algorithm. 
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may still converge to a local minimum of the squared error sum [JAI99]. Further-
more, the initialization of the cluster centers at the start of the algorithm may in-
fluence the output of the clustering algorithm remarkably. One way to reduce this 
influence may be to repeat the clustering several times with different initializa-
tions and select the best partition by comparing the results of the objective func-
tion. An advantage is that fuzzy clustering can deal with overlapping cluster 
boundaries. 

4.4 Comparison of Document Clustering Methods 

Most document clustering approaches are based either on distance and similarity 
measures or on probabilistic methods [FRA99]. Distance-based methods such as 
K-Means, hierarchical and nearest neighbor clustering as well as probabilistic 
clustering methods use a selected set of words appearing in different documents as 
features. Each document is represented by a feature vector and can be viewed as a 
point in a multi-dimensional space [JAI99]. 

Clustering documents in a multi-dimensional space using distance or probabilistic 
based clustering methods is quite complex due to the fact that the distance or 
probabilistic measurement has to master this dimension. Feature vectors must be 
scaled to avoid skewing the result by different document lengths or possibly by 
the occurrence of different words in the documents [JAI99]. 

Probability-based approaches typically assume that all elements of the cluster or 
document representative (vector) are statistically independent of each other. This 
assumption is not realistic. Often positive correlations between features exist 
which skew the clustering results. 

One overall problem is that the interpretation of the clusters may be difficult. Most 
clustering algorithms prefer certain cluster shapes and the algorithms will always 
assign the data to clusters of such shapes even if there exist no clusters in the data. 
Therefore, if the goal is not just to compress the data set but also to make infer-
ences about its cluster structure, it is essential to determine whether the data set 
indicates a clustering tendency [VRI79].  

Quite different results may be obtained when the number of clusters is changed. 
Hierarchical methods elude this problem: The dendrogram allows the analyst to 
choose different cluster levels and, thus, to determine the number of clusters used 
in subsequent applications. Good initialization of the cluster centroids may also be 
crucial for instance for the K-Means or the Fuzzy C-Means clustering method; 
some clusters may be left empty if their initially chosen centroids lie far from the 
distribution of objects.  

Furthermore, the choice of a clustering method or clustering criterion will deter-
mine the way in which the proximity between two clusters is measured. For ex-
ample, using the Single-Link method, the proximity between two clusters is the 
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highest similarity (or smallest distance) between any two objects from the differ-
ent clusters. These are the nearest neighbors. By contrast, with the Complete-Link 
method, the similarity between two clusters is the largest distance between any 
two objects in the different clusters. 

Finally, clustering depends on the application and the task to be solved. Thus, the 
same set of objects often needs to be partitioned differently for diverse purposes 
[JAI99]. 

5 Potential Application Areas 

The objective of document classification in general is to find similar documents 
and group them together. The more frequently two terms occur in the same text, 
the more likely they are about the same concept. Thus classification provides 
groupings that can be used to speed up searches, to provide assistance in interpret-
ing and analyzing the information contained in relevant classes and documents, to 
automatically formulate queries for a subsequent search of similar documents, and 
to construct user profiles [BRU01]. 

Potential application areas are shown in Table 2 [cf. DOE01; GER01]. 
 

Application Example Knowledge Management 
Functions supported 

Enhancement of queries 
(e.g., of search engines on the Web) Retrieval 

Clean-up of document collections 
(e.g., on a file server) Organization 

Reorganization and analysis of databases 
(e.g., patent documents) Organization  

E-Mail filtering and sorting Organization 
Analysis of news tickers (e.g., Reuters) Visualization 

Stock quote forecasting Development 
Automatic message forwarding 

(e.g., at help desks) Exchange 

Table 2: Potential Application Areas 

In the following we discuss exemplarily the enhancement of queries with cluster-
ing methods to give an insight into the potential of classification methods with 
respect to a certain problem. 

Typically a user expresses his information need in the form of a request, the query. 
User queries can range from multi-sentence full descriptions of an information 
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need to a few words. The vast majority of retrieval systems currently in use range 
from simple Boolean systems to systems using statistical or natural language 
processing. The results of queries are usually presented in a hit list with the most 
relevant documents on top. For instance, as relevance criteria the following rules 
(for instance) may be applied [cf. MYA01]: 

• The more terms of the query appear in a document the more probable this 
document is relevant. 

• The more terms of the query appear in the meta data of a document the more 
probable this document is relevant. 

• The more terms of the query appear as bold text in a document the more 
probable the document is relevant. 

• The more a certain term of the query appears in a document the more prob-
able this document is relevant. 

• Documents that contain rarely used search terms are probably more relevant 
than documents containing frequently used search terms. 

• A small document containing all terms of the query is probably more relevant 
than a larger one. 

• The closer the search terms appear in a document the more probable this 
document is relevant. 

• The earlier a certain term of the query appears in a document the more prob-
able this document is relevant. 

Web Search Engines typically use such kind of relevance criteria to rank their 
results in order to prevent the user from having to scroll through all the hits to find 
pages of interest. However, we all know that the output obtained is not always 
satisfying. Therefore other approaches group similar documents or documents 
belonging to the same topic together and thus give the user faster access to the 
documents of interest. Several human-edited directories exist in the Web (e.g., 
Yahoo!, Open Directory Project) that automatically sort the search results by the 
categories defined on the site. Although this idea is a good one, it provides only 
one single categorization, the view of the site provider. More helpful would be 
solutions in which the categories are built versatile due to different viewpoints. 
Classification can help to provide a more intuitive, individual-adopted visualiza-
tion. For instance, categorization and clustering are used for building knowledge 
maps. A knowledge map is a visual representation of a set of knowledge objects 
and their relationships. Categorization can be used to populate knowledge maps 
with the (pointers to the) right documents supporting, e.g., a business process. 
Clustering enables the discovery of segments as knowledge objects of a map 
[BOE96].  
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Classification can not only be used to support visualization but can also ameliorate 
for example the results of document retrieval processes. One approach is the so 
called cluster-based retrieval which simplifies the retrieval process by using clus-
ter representatives. This idea is based on the following hypothesis: Closely associ-
ated documents tend to be relevant for the same query [VRI79]. By using cluster-
ing techniques to ease retrieval, the clustering structure inherently provides an 
indexing scheme for retrieval and speeds up the retrieval time. The fundamental 
difference between cluster-based and non-cluster-based retrieval is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Example for Cluster-based Retrieval 

Suppose a query is located at the boundary of two clusters, non cluster-based 
retrieval will include items from both clusters, i.e., items that are members of the 
dotted circle in Figure 2, at the top of the ranked list. The top ten of the ranked 
document list would appear as follows (we only list the documents index): 

2, B, C, 16, 15, 14, 5, 3, 1, A 
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The cluster-based retrieval compares the distance between the query and each 
cluster centroid and ranks the items whose cluster centroid is nearer to the query at 
the top of the search result list. The ranked document list would be: 

5, 3, 2, 14, 9, 6, 4, 1, 15, 13 

Cluster-based retrieval methods based on hierarchical clustering are the most 
commonly used methods. One reason for this is that partitional clustering methods 
produce only useful results if the clustering is detailed. Document collections are 
typically large and, thus, a detailed clustering is often not desired. For this reason 
partitional strategies have not been aggressively pursued for improving informa-
tion retrieval. Hierarchical clustering methods provide structures that are more 
versatile. They can deal with large document collections but, as already empha-
sized, have a shortcoming that could spoil the use of the clustering process: Their 
steps are not reversible [VRI79]. If the algorithm mistakenly merges two homoge-
neous clusters, the resulting cluster could be meaningless to the user. Furthermore, 
hierarchical cluster methods tend to produce elongated clusters partly due to the 
fact that they are not robust against outliers. Elongated clusters have the negative 
property that two objects can belong to the same cluster although their similarity is 
very small. 

For document retrieval and organizing knowledge it may be useful to apply a 
clustering technique which results in non-exclusive cluster. Fuzzy clustering 
methods may be appropriate for this purpose [JAI99]. They have also the advan-
tage of being able to handle mixed data types. 

6 Summary and Outlook 

In this paper we described the two classification approaches (i.e. categorization 
and clustering) and their precedent steps. For each approach we gave a brief de-
scription of the underlying theory and outlined the advantages and disadvantages 
of the different methods. We specified potential application areas in connection 
with knowledge management and illustrated exemplarily one topic in detail. We 
chose the enhancement of queries for illustration purposes because it is a common 
research problem with respect to information retrieval and, thus, to knowledge 
management. Table 3 recapitulates the subjects discussed in this paper. 

Supervised learning (categorization) is far more important in text mining than in 
data mining. A main problem of categorization approaches is the time required for 
manually pre-categorizing the training data set by a human expert. Research has to 
be done with the focus of reducing the duration effort of the manual categorization 
phase. To date, there exist only a few ideas how this phase could be shortened. 
One proposition is to use the result of a clustering process as input for the catego-
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rization training, i.e., to give the expert suggestions of potential categories and 
also names [YAN00]. 

Criteria Document Categorization Document Clustering 

Document 
Preprocessing 

Feature Extraction 
Feature Selection 

Document Representation 

Learning 
Type 

Supervised, needs pre-
categorized documents 

Unsupervised, but needs num-
ber of clusters or similarity 
threshold 

Important 
Methods 

Decision Trees 
Decision Rules 
k-Nearest Neighbor 
Bayesian Approaches 
Neural Networks 
Regression-based methods 
Vector-based methods 

• Centroid 
• SVM 

Hierarchical Methods 
• Single Link 
• Complete Link 
• Average Link 
• Ward's Method 

Partitional Methods 
• K-Means 
• Single-Pass 
• Nearest Neighbor 
• Expectation Maximization

Fuzzy Clustering 
• Fuzzy C-Means 

Knowledge 
Management 
Functions 
Supported 

Retrieval 
Organization 
Visualization 
Development 

Exchange 

Table 3: Categorization vs. Clustering 

Another approach is to shift the training duty of a human expert to the user. In a 
first step the categories are represented by a query. While using the retrieval sys-
tem the user has to mark the retrieved documents as appropriate or not. This feed-
back is used to refine the category representatives [AUT01]. Further to reduce the 
users effort the class representative can automatically be improved by clustering 
former queries which covered the same topic. Those queries help to reformulate 
the class representative [BRU01]. 
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